
 

 

Post Production 

 

BBCNI Post Production offers cutting edge, creative and technical post production solutions 

to the media industry.  Our state of the art HD Avid Symphony editing suites and creative 

staff provide a hassle free one stop shop  

 For bookings and advice call: +44 (0) 2890338710 or e-mail: clientex-ni@bbc.co.uk 

Post production is changing at a lightning pace; so wouldn't it be nice to know there is somewhere you 

can bring your media, safe in the knowledge that you are in the hands of an experienced team of 

editors armed with the latest state of the art technology? BBC Northern Ireland Technology Operations 

Post Production can offer you an end to end seamless workflow from back up or ingesting of rushes to a 

Harding Test and HDCamSR TX master ' all without leaving the building! 

Our award winning creative team of in-house editors have decades of experience across all genres 

whether for local, network or worldwide audiences and because they are staff editors you have the 

added peace of mind of knowing that they are familiar with our suite layouts and can get straight 

down to business turning your thoughts and dreams into expertly crafted timeline realities. 

 Technology Operations, BBC Northern Ireland, Ormeau Avenue, Belfast , BT2 8HQ  Northern Ireland 

To book & for further advice please call +44 (0)2890338710 or email: clientex-ni@bbc.co.uk 

 

 



 

Facility Details 

We have 15 Avid suites connected over superfast 
networks to colossal 128TB (Terabyte) Raided Avid 
purpose built media storage. This allows us to offer 
simultaneous editing in any or all of our suites, with all 
media treated as confidential through our Interplay 
Media Management System. 

Whether you're looking for a basic offline or a finishing 

suite with colour correction, all of our Avid Media 

Composers and Symphony Nitris suites are both HD & SD 

compatible, kitted out with top of the range HP Z800, Dual 

Intel 6 core processors PCs packed with a massive 12Gigs 

of RAM - enough for even the most demanding of edits, 

and come equipped with lip microphones  and wide 

screen HD monitoring. 

When you edit with us can provide you with access to a 

Harding Box and HD Content Analyser to check your 

programme through, avoiding those last minute shocks at 

the end of the process. 

With the advent of tapeless formats we have put in place 

teams of media and transfer managers to relieve you of 

the stress and worry of ensuring your media will be 

available to your editor in the right format, in the right 

place and at the right time. And when your edit is finished 

we can offer you access to a variety of VT based formats 

right up the latest HDCamSR, required for BBC HD 

delivery, along with various other output formats be it file 

based for FTP or DVDs. 

Powerful Edit Suites 

 Technology Operations, BBC Northern Ireland, Ormeau Avenue, Belfast , BT2 8HQ  Northern Ireland 

To book & for further advice please call +44 (0)2890338710 or email: clientex-ni@bbc.co.uk 

 

 

The Final Delivery 

Formats and Media Management 


